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ABOUT THE TALK
This talk examines the moral paradox initiated by the introduction of transgenic crops to the ethnic Kachin
communities by various government-sponsored economic development projects in Southwest China since the
late 1990s. These crops are un-classifiable in the local mythological system, and foreign to the local ecology. On
the local level, transgenic crops become bare things, both socio-culturally and ecologically. Realizing the
potential danger, the Kachin do not eat transgenic crops and feed the crops to pigs instead as the market of
crops lasts no more than one year. Yet they eat the pigs later. The Kachin understand the expansion of the
market and climate change based on their view of the nature. Things always flow: hot weather in the valley
climbs up the hills following climate change, and transgenic crops climb up hills following the expansion of the
market. The market has been conceptualized as a wandering witch spirit, stirring up endless desires while
depriving the Kachin of all possibilities of realizing these desires. On the regional and national levels,
transgenic crop scares the scientific and governmental discourse of economic development.
The rupture between the local and regional/national levels brings forth conflicting evidences regarding the
crops. This talk details how the conflict is negotiated among the Kachin, and explores how the rupture can be
considered as a genesis moment of the socio-ecological entanglement involved in the transgenic crops.
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